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X.
Stsse^ra ^ m

The Problem
Thera Is a meed for improve-

ment la relations between the school and community, It is
felt that through a strong indue trial arts program, school
and ecmmanlty relations cm be Improved. In approaching
this problem, an attempt will be made to answer these specific
questionss
1. What is school and community relatione?
2. What is industrial arts?
3. what are the objectives, alias, and goals of indus
trial arts?
4. What methods are now used to accomplish better rela
tions between school and community through industrial
arts?
Significance of the Problem
The industrial arts department has an ever-present
problem of maintaining a helpful relationship between school
and community.
The factors that influenced the writing of this paper
were (1) registration of pupils, (2) program making, (3) com
mittee assignments, (4) antagonistic attitudes of the teachers,
(5) unauthorised persons using the shops and tods, (6) requests
by staff members for projects for special occasions, and (7)
lack of cooperation in the planning and teaching of courses
which are related to the shop experiences.

s
The degree to which these problems arte# la different
school systous varies widely, tat there are fm eaperieaaad
shop teacher© and administrators who have aat had to deal
with all of then at some tlaa la their career©*2 it I© hoped
that the factor© fomd through this ©tad/ wUl help ©hop
teacher© and administrators Improve their relatione oetwaen
©shod and community through indu©trial arts*
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study I© to determine faster© which
sight contribute to ittprovenent of relation© hoarsen the
school and casasaunlty through Industrial arte*
Aaaaaptlona and Limitations
The has In assumption© of this study ares
1. There I© a need for improvement In the relationship
between the school and eossmalty through industrial
arts*
2* The industrial arts teacher© and administrators are
not fully aware of methods used In improving rela
tions between, school and ooanuaity through Industrial
arts.
2Itid*

pp. 183 - 2Bt*

3*

Mmy rnim&Utmt®m $ tsaohsrs, and tm aaemmltr
fail to appreciate tm purposes, rains®, and require-

mmtm of ladastr1*1 arts.
This study tm XSjaitsd to tho senior high schools of the
Houston Independent School Bistrlot. A further limitation is
that only tm schools with industrial arts departaants will

tm studied.
II*
Industrial Arts-.

Bafiaitlons

For th® purpose of this study, Indus -

trial arts is defined m those phases of sonaral education
which deal with Industry, its organisation, saateri&ls oooafation, processes, and products*«and 'With pfOhlffiss nsaiUag
fro* the industrial and taehAOlagloal nature of society.3
Halations.

In this study, relations is tm stats of

being mutually m reciprocally interested*
Cagsaualty. A body of people hsring
or Interests or living in the aassa plans under the saara laws,
School,

A plane for instruction in any branch of tenet?-

1edge,
HOTS? OF RSZAVSD atOBSSS
»ys and Gaefcsrg say® tm whole problem of intsrdepartnental relationships is essentially one of creating desirable
1
-'Gordon 0, VUPer* fla&ia&glel Arfea in Qan.irftl lBA«tnAi ra _
(Ssraaton. JwrnsylvaxUai Tro^l<^S^^t35S^^^y, hgi)
P» » »
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attitudes on the part of all concerned.

Since attitudes

result from conceptions, mutual understanding concerning the
purposes and real character of the various courses in a
school is an essential element in the maintenance of desirable
relationships.

Therefore, the school-shop administrator is

under the double obligation (1) to inform his fellow adminis
trators in other departments concerning the work of his de
partment, and (2) to try to understand as fully as possible
their purposes and problems.

Relationships founded upon

mutual understanding are likely to be continuing and genuinely
constructive.^
Erics on5

if public understanding is needed in regard

to the commonly known subjects of the school, it is even mora
important that such understanding be established for the newer
and less-known subjects, of which industrial arts is one.
Eric son gives four reasons why there is lack of publicity
in connection with the shop-work programs
1.

Teachers consider advertising unprofessional.

2.

The work should speak for Itself.

3.

Some have not thought of it,

4. Some need no more students
^Mays and Casberg, 0£. Git., p. 184.
5Emanuel 3, Sricson, Teaching the Industrial Arts, (Peoria,
Illinoisj Chas. A. Bennett Company, Inc., 1936) pp. 339 - 340.
6Ibld.

p. 340.
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Methods of Procedure
1. Analyse and Interpret school and community relations
from the views expressed by leaders in the field of
education.
2. Analyse and interpret the function of industrial
arts, its objectives, aims, aid goals in relations
to the school and community.
3. Present and analyze data from books, periodicals,
and curriculum bulletins, methods that are now used
to improve relations between the school and community
through industrial arts.
Sources of Data
1. Library references.
2. Curriculum bulletins.
3. School Shop Magazine.
4. Vocational Education Magazine

CHAPTER II
Th<» Problem of School and Community Relations
In this chapter the writer will give soma thoughts of
leaders in education cm the problem of school and community
relationships.

It Is hoped that this chapter will provide

information that will be helpful In improving school and
community relations.
What Is the Problem?

So you are Mr. John Q. Public?

And you want better schools for the children of your community.
You say you have talked to your neighbors about the schools,
but have taken little active part in school affairs.
know, you're much like Mr. Average Citizen.

You

He wants good

schools too, but be hasn't figured out Just what he can or
should do about them. School people seem to be as confused
about that as he is.1
This one-way conversation suggests that in many American
communities, citizens want to participate in improving the
schools, but both they and the school people lack the knowhow.

The result is that a certain percentage of them shrug

their choulders and give up in despair.

A few become belli

gerent and attempt to force their answers to school problems
upon their neighbors.

We believe that for the most part,

^Roald P. Campbell and John A. Ramlyer, The Dynamics of
jnc°;1l|?Ajiaplti Ralatlm3hips' (Ne* Yorkj AlI^T and Bacon

SIRStoii XX
lbs Probtei of Sobool aal Oeesaunlty Halations
In this ohaptor tfta wrtitf will givo an® thoughts of
Jm^p» in aduo&tion on th® probtoia of sshool and ooamalty
r*l»tl snshljs© • It Is hopsd that this slmpbor will pro/id®
toforoatloa that will te iisXpfoi la Improving sohool and
ooffimaity rolotions*
Shot Is, tijo arafrloo? So you a«* sir* dotm
fusils?
And you want battor schools for ths oitlldr«Ki of your oOMSualty*
ft® mw ym Imm MM to your notghbora about tba aohools,
Out imm takoa littlo m%%m part la aohool affairs* You
fcaow, y®a*r# wwb Uka t*» AwMsa <Jiti»«n. Bu wants good
Softools too* Out bm Ma*t fl&arad out lust what b» oaa or
SUMS do Shout thaw* Sttiool psopl® mm® to ho as ooafusad
about that a® fm is,1
•Bits <*»*«ay rnmmmmum suggests that la mmy Amrl&m
ooaaaonittos, ilttotoc want to partioipato la improving tbs
aohools* hut both tfcay sod ftba sohM psopto took bhs teaow~
how, fha rasult Is that a uortato p®ro«n$ag« of tftmi shrug
thoir shouldars and gMro up to daspair* A row boons MU~
mmn% and attaapb to tango thair aaswors to school problosm
up® tfaolr mitghhora* U® i»Um that for th® saoet part*
SHoald i# Caapboll and loto A* itatinr. rtm amwwslos of
_
Sohool^OMiaolty aatotloaohlp®. (How Yorfst Ally* and Baa on ~~
# iypSJ p* 1.

a
homvar, paopla nm trying to work thai* my through tbalr
problems.

Thay mot to teow

how tbay oan parttalpato off*®*

tivsly in improving tha educational program,

Solsoal Isadora

or® soaking ways of reshaping tn» administrative pattern® to
laafcUto wider lay participation.

This 1# dtfftooXt,

Maw understanding, staw relationships, now fcafcits
my® of doing things ara roquirad,

and

With wider participation

mm% soma now patterns for rosponslhility,

fha aoargaaoa of

%mm pattern© of behavior 1® a fascinating now ahaptar la the
history of Awwrioon ld*»nati#a«
tura, discovery, and Invention*
but prop-so® la a toaosraay

In It there Is ©oeaedy, adve»~
fa® and fteva la tragady,

t® Ilka that,

aehlavnMmtb and oar mlatatem*

Mm loam by oar

And, If wo h&wo tb® infeelli-

gona-a to esomlno oar behavior, m gain now Insight®, develop
eonftdsnae la oar procedure#, and improve oar bWB rotation®.*2
Sometime® tht® improre&joai of oltisoa participation In
educational planning and dsvalopseigi cesses as a natural a on*
•«qu»na« of orderly development® In the community,

In other

instance®, this participation %m revolutionary la character.
Uamiw^ia demands am made upon the ayst*».

B<xm people

got hurt.3
Sometime® tha impetus for inoraasad participation begins
with tha layman#

At other bism® It develop® under the lender-

2Mti*

P* *•

3M£*

pp* ^-2
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ship of school people.

In either case, the development may

be orderly or disorderly, effective or ineffective, and
reflect intelligent or unintelligent behavior.
foolproff recipe to offer.

Me have no

However, greater understanding

of the problem can come from a careful analysis of experience,
and certainly with that understanding come some suggestions
for increasing our effectiveness.
What Is the Challenge?

This alternative presents both

the challenge and the dilemma of public participation.

Can

we let everybody have a say in how the schools shall be run?
The problem is a complicated one.

Ho ready formulas have

been devised to apply to all situations.

Nevertheless, citi

zens and school people who are looking forward are accepting
the challenge and, in doing so are building up a body of
experience that may be useful to others of us if we but take
the trouble to study it.^
We have reached the point in the development of education
where public participation is here to stay. At the same
time there has been accumulated over the years a body of
knowledge in compromises between the lay and the professional
group?

Is majority vote the democratic instrument to use in

resolving differences among opposing groups?

Should the stub

born minority be forced to comply or should each divergent
group have its own way?

These are not easy questions to

answer but same principles of action should emerge as we
4Ibid.

pp. 26 - 27

xg
attoapt to work our way through tbaa. to betas ©o wo will
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3* Haw bo wo ©olvo tho adainlotrativa bllost» of 4*volop»
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groups to plaguing aoa oMaiatortAg a pro^NWi of
o<t»abi«$
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How Urn WOO%m trnmt&pod

mm $4a wo gpt t» tut© it** mv# th# #4uwator# ball*
baratoly barred otbiaaas
ttartr mm eobool? ftyg
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tttoona so busy tmUXm m Ilvfclf that bhr/ no Xampr novo ttes
few* pabllo affairs? flare la no aiapla anmor to thus#
$*e§blf£#t (how will » §f a seawnienb s»pn»t solve tlia
problem.} At this bte, *«* of the basic footer® which lie
beak of tmm mimmt artsaa will bo «a®la@4»5
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*rfW Mttll
5t'*w* $*

m

»s*t®& mmi la 13aglaad about
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a century and a half ago and has become so pronounced in
America, seems to be the basic force back of our changing
communities.**
Rural to Urban Living-

This changing pattern of

economic life has made us an urban in place of a rural nationIn 1870, 71 percent of the population of America was rural5
people lived on farms and villages-

By 1950, only 36 percent

of the people were rural, and many of them particularly in
the villages were full or part-time Industrial workers clus
tered about the cities.

For most Americans, the small,

simple, integrated community of former years no longer exists.
This change in community living is so pronounced that when
any group such as the Amlsh, resists it, they are looked upon
as a cultural islandJ
In the closely knit communities of our forefathers, com
munities and institutions were intimate and understood.

The

school as one of those institutions, has a simple function.
In fact, most learning want on at home, in the field and in
the church.

The school was expected to teach some reading,

writing, and arithmetic* whereas, citizenship, family life
membership, vocational fitness, and ethical values were
largely derived from participation in adult activities in
the home, the family group, and the village,
6Ibld.

p. 28.

^Ibid. p. 29.

Many of our
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cities today are not understood by most of the people who
live In them# nor Is a social root furnished to the young
who grow up in these cities*
Depressed Family Solidarity* Also accompanying the
Industrial Revolution are two other tendencies s the small
family pattern and increase mobility of people*

On the

farm, with many chores to be don®, large families were
economically feasible* In cities, children are an economic
liability, particularly because the economic wants of almost
every member of society# through high-powered advertising
and other means, have increased.3 In fact# to be able to
purchase the ever increasing supply of gadgets (many of
which are most enjoyable) that are being placed on the mar
ket# more and more women are entering the labor market*
Under these atrcuaatancaa the ham in many cases has
ceased to be a place where the young share in common endea
vors. Opportunity to learn the skills once taught in the
kitchen# in the field# and in the shop are denied to many
children today.

In similar manner the changes to assume

responsibilities in tasks which are socially necessary# have
been considerably reduced for most children*
Along with this change in family living has coma increas
ing mobility of people. Folks move when economic opportunities
look brighter elsewhere.

During the decade 19*10-1950, fifty

million, civilian Americans over one-third of our population#
8Ibld.

p, 30
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changed their counties of

residence,9

0f

these people

moved into a new state and even into a new region of cor
country* To he sure, the war mobility has not stopped. As
a matter of fact, there are some school districts in which
each September, the new families outnumber those who were
there the previous May,
With this mobility, community identification is greatly
reduced. Moreover, community and family group sanctions are
almost completely lost. People resort to behaviors they
would not have countenanced "back home". In discussing this
matter, one man was heard to remark, "yes, whan I was a kid,
I could he fed in one-hundred homes and whipped in ten". Ho
longer do most families live where neighbors share so whole
heartedly in the rearing of their children,10
Multiple Organisations. With rapid transportation, com
munity organization on a geographical basis tends to decrease •
People may live near each other but in no sense be of the same
community. Their trading, their entertainment, their visiting,
their church-going may not be in common with the people next
door.

In some oases the school and civil government may be

the only forces which tend to operate on a geographical basis.
Another aspect of this picture in the groat multiplicity
o organisations which have come into being,

3ven in a rural

county, presumably less complex than an urban area, a careful
9Xbid,
10Ibld,

p. 31
p, 32
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Inventory reveal®d 423 organisations.11 to be sera, some of
these were farm centered, seta® village centered, same poli
tical, sou® social and some civic, bat think of their number
and of their complexity^
la sw communities, this segmentation of interest is
seen the labor union versus the Chamber of Commerce, in
negro versus white, in protectant versus catholic, la
religious versus non-religious j and wfc&t-ever position one
takes he can belong to an organisation which champions that
position, perhaps even to the extent of refusing to consider
as relevant the facts which my not be compatible with such
a position.

In short, nearly all the diversities in our

culture can be found in may of our cities, and to a con
siderable extent even In our villages and rural areas.
Shifts

Leadership

Paspits* these diverse

interests in many of oar communities, those aasnuiaitlas tend
to be led by a few people or by certain cUsainant groups.
When ccaaaaltles Changs substantially, & new leadership pattarn my develop.

In this transition aaaflict seems inevitable.

School lapIjLoatlats.

Bsrhaps enough has been said to

document the fact that the communities in which most of us
live are undergoing many changes.

These changes have direct

and indirect implications for the schools found in those
UIblfl.

PP. 32-33.
p, 33
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communities. It Is not difficult to see that as family
solidarity decreases, new problems are created for the schooli
problems of purpose, curriculum, attendance and control,
With the multiplicity of community organisations and interests,
the school has the task of finding an audience and stimulating
a concern, With new forces rising to power in a community,
it is not difficult to see that they would permit some parts
of an established school system to languish, As pronounced
as the direct implication sketched above appear to be, the
indirect Implications are. even more significant, Changing
communities produce changing schools.
Fundamental School-Community- Concepts
In educational circles, much attention is currently
being given to the problems involved In creating better school*
community relationships. Schools have become hughe enter
prises in a complex society fraught with many competing in
terests, Upon the education of future citizens of the
United States depends the American democratic experiment. An
educated, clear-thinking citizenry is vital to the survival
of responsible democratic government,^
Typical lay citizens of America are at least a generation
removed from the days when heated controversies were common

13

j, s, QriaaeXX and Raymond J, Young, The School and
Community, (Hew York? The Ronald Press Company^ 1^5) "pTJ
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over matters of local, state, and national curriculum and
control of education. With the increased complexity of
American life and the relegation of responsibility for main
taining, planning, and administering institutional education
to representative boards of education and professional workers,
first hand knowledge of the school and its purpose is usually
limited to previous personal experience or vicarious experience
through children.

The need for developing more effective and

better school-community relationships is being increasingly
recognized by professional educators.^

Recently much atten

tion has been devoted to this task.
The School as a Social Institution.

The purposes of

formal education provided by the public school in the United
States are determined by the American democratic philosophy,
informal controls, and traditions, and the needs of the
individual for effective living in this society.

The reasons

for maintenance and support of a system of public schools by
people of any culture are expressed in the social goals of
education in that culture.

The battle for free public schools

in this country was based on the argument that in a democracy
education of the masses was so necessary that it could not be
left to the initiative of private individuals.

Democracy

without education of the masses has been characterized as
prologue to tragedy.

l4Ibld.

p. 3

The public school was established as
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an agency of and for our democratic society, to be supported
and controlled by societySocial goals for a dynamic, evolving, democratic aulture
must be ccmtlnuoasly re-examined and redefined to prevent
crystallization and to permit change to occur in desired
directions.3-5 This means that the areas of social under-*
standing and competencies which the young should develop in
order to promote effective adjustment and adaptation for the
individual and for people as a whole will need to be con
stantly defined.

Questions concerning the role of the school

in defining the social goals have long given rise to heated
controversy in America,
Who should define its social goals?

There have been

advocates of the belief that social goals should be defined
by the general public and tended

to school people to be

worked cut in practice. Even should the general public be
capable of performing such a task, this practice would always
promote a lag between society and the school.

Evidences of

this advocacy can be found by examining the statutes of any
state and noting the laws requiring schools to teach certain
subjects.

Attempts of some groups to censor textbooks are

based an the assumption that these groups have some responsi
bility for defining the social goals of the schools.

It

should be more than ordinary interest to educators and the
15£bidL

p. 4,

IB
public to inquire carefully and to learn if the social goals
and beliefs of any group desiring to censor textbooks are in
accord with commonly accepted goals of a democratic society.
On the other hand, there are those who seem to believe
that it is the prerogative of the school t© take a leading
role in society and to determine which direction change
should take. It is maintained by same educators that they
should decide m the social goals of education and the public
bo induced to accept these goals. Adherents of this belief
seem to feel that professional school personnel have scsae
divine insight into what the goals should be. Those educa
tors who feel that it is their Job to "sell" the public
and the layman*® Job to understand and accept are subscrib
ing to this authoritarian point of view. This presupposes
that5 by virture of education and position* m® segment of
society is in a mors favored position to knar what direction
societal change should take than other segments«.
There can be no clear-cut solution to this important
philosophical inconsistency, and controversy will no doubt
continue. It would seem however, that the proper role of
the school should be somewhere between the two extreme view
points,

Perhaps the school might take a leading role la

clarifying the needs without assuming authority for saying
what changes should be wrought,

A re-examination of the

school in human culture will assist in developing a sound
position of the question. The school, as a social institu-

19

ticm, Ha# developed and maintained to provide educative
experiences delegated to it by society. As such, it has no
vested interest#,

tm&mmh as an institution in a demo

cracy should he maintained to serve the ©ads of man indivi
dually and collectively, the school, as a social institution
should, in so far as it can, contribute leadership in

effecting desired change# consistent with the democratic
philosophy,

Th# obvious conclusion aeons to be the most

desirable situation results when representative members of
society, including school personnel, worl cooperatively to
define the social goals of education and to study their
application to school work.

The democratic group process,

based on interaction and wide spread participation and

Involving the proper use of planning techniques and group
discussion techniques, is the process by which social goals
are most appropriately define.1*^
Social goals should never be determined or defined
exclusively by any segment of society in a democracy. Nor
should they ever be defined in final form at a point where
it is believed perfection could be attained. It is at this
juncture that countless school administrators have erred in
building a "public relations program" to sell the public on
what ought to be te.
Margaret Mead has expressed this view by recommending an
16
* I b i d , pp. 4 - 5
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"open-ended system" which does not place limitations on human
endeavors. She states?
We ©an have no clear vision of a final form which
we want society to take3 for the minute that we have
such a vision we begin to educate9 cajolet force people,
identified living human beings to gat into the pattern
which we have conceived as good for them... If we turn
our attention toward processes, towards directions, and
away from fixed plans into which we attempt t© fit
living human beings, we deal immediately with an openended system, a system in which we cannot know what the
outcome will be...-1'
The Function and Place of the School. Learning is con
stantly taking place within a person as he interacts with the
environment.

Learning is an individual process which results

from active participation rather than passive adsorption on
the part of the learner. The guidance a human being receives
from birth, intended by his elders to direct adaptation and
adjustment, has com® to be known as teaching.

The objectives

of learning and teaching are the changes desired in the indi
vidual to whom the guidance Is given.
The function of the school is, therefore, to provide,
along with other environmental agencies, situations which
will result in learner experiences designed to influence
growth in a more desired direction and to a greater degree
than would otherwise occur.

3S^7EI^irw^H9W Tort"
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Inadequate Approaches to School-Goummity Relationships
The Salesman Approach, As America developed from its
beginnings as an agrarian nation to become the highly indus
trialized and urbanized society it is today, production of
goods and services increased manyfold.

On every hand, people

ware confronted with an increasing array of goods and many
brands of the same type of consumer product. Private enter
prise and mass production created a situation in which
consumers have been increasingly deluged through many media
with commercial advertisements designed to promote a felt
need, desire to buy, and consequently, increased distribu
tion of larger quantities of goods has been increased
profits. In the business world in which we live today, the
distribution of consumer products in competition with several
equally adequate brands of the same product has depended upon
the ability of the producer to appeal to the consumer and
convince him that the particular product is best for him.
Effective school-community relations are not highpressure campaigns similar to those employed in business,
designed to "sell" the public on the school as it is or to
acquaint the community with the administrator's philosophy
and objectives. Such a limited concept of public schoolacaHiiunity relations has been restarted to by educators when
an expanding educational program was necessary, requiring
funds for building, equipment, personnel, or other facilities.
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It Is based upon, an unworkable, undemocratic phillsophy
designed to attain the and of "selling" the public on what a
few people decide is best for them, Evidence of a "saler has
been found in acceptance, acquiescence, and financial support.
Often such an approach has left a residue of suspicion and
resentment with the public. Attempting to "sell" a community
whan necessity arises for additional funds is a poor substitute
for continued confidence based on understanding through par
ticipation in school affairs. It is not comprehensive enough
to encompass the whole job and is a haphazard, partial
approach, which leaves the school vulnerable to attacks and
criticism directed against work which the publicity does not
cover.
The Ivory Tower Approach, Another approach closely
related and out of which necessity for the selling campaign
may often develop is maintained by educators who have no clear
concept of the role of the public school In society. As a
prevalent practice in too many of the public schools, adminis
trators who follcs* the line of least resistance and are
afraid of the democratic approach to solving problems, lode
with indifference upon the place of the home and the community
in any endeavor associated with public education. This fails
to give adequate consideration to the effect of educational
influences outside the school.
In such communities, contacts between the school and
community have consisted largely of required official reports,
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Another approach closely

related and out of which necessity for the selling campaign
may often develop is maintained by educators who have no clear
concept of the role of the public school in society. As a
prevalent practice In too many of the public schools, adminis
trators who follow the line of least resistance and are
afraid of the democratic approach to solving problems, look
with indifference upon the place of the home and the community
in any endeavor associated with public education. This fails
to give adequate consideration to the effect of educational
influences outside the school.
In such communities, contacts between the school and
community have consisted largely of required official reports.
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attractive eyeoatehars, such as slogans and well-staged
athletic events , and commencements designed to secure com
placency or support. Other limited contacts have been main
tained through reports to homes of pupils' progress*
disciplinary action, and attendance,

Barents have rarely

been urged to visit schools, and if a Parent Teachers Associa
tion exists, it is too often an ineffective organisation.
There is absence of community participation, and public con
fidence has been maintained through low taxes, a quiescent
attitude, and a hope that nothing will happen to disturb the
status quo,

The athletic contests and other display activities

designed to direct public attention away from the educational
program promotes community indifference to the larger and
more satisfying objectives far which public education exists.
Whan additional support has been required, attempts to arouse
m apathetic citizenry have been resorted to in campaigns of
explaining and selling what is needed with the hope it will
be accepted. There is evidence that in the past few years,
school officials hive been beginning to replace or supplement
these methods with much more effective approaches •
The Interpretation for Baasive Acceptance Approach, As
public dissatisfaction with older approaches to and practices
in school-community relationships has arisen in communities,
a philosophy of educational interpretation for passive con
sumption has replaced than. This philosophy is based upon
the thesis that the entire responsibility for the administration,

2k
of school-^oeamunlty relations resides within the school itself •
Cognizance is taken of the need for contacts with the heme and
community, and a constant flow of trutliful, appealing, under
standable information is presented in attractive and
satisfying form to members of the community. Such a concept
is based upon the idea that, although theoretically the
schools belong to tte people, control and administration of
them is still the right of the board of education and a pro
fessional executive *

Organization and initiative reside

within the school itself* Various community events and
agencies and school events are utilized to promote an under
standing of the school through interpretation to the public*
the one-way, passive nature of this approach is its greatest
weakness*
lone of the foregoing approaches is the most effective
for developing adequate »chool-oosaaunity relationships in a
democratic society* Sufficient evidence of their ineffective
ness is avtalable in a view of th® past and present educational
scene in America,^
tn this chapter, the basic factors underlying ntany school
difficulties have been examined. We have noted how industria
lization has changed all aspects of community Ufa, including
the school. We have seen the school become big and complex
and control of its operation shift from citizens to professions!.
18

Ibid* p. IT
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school workers 9

At the sasas time# many segment!* oS oar

society have sensed the strategic role of the school# and
they haw attempted to remake the school to their own

liking.2^

It is high time that lay citizens and school people alike
assessed what is happening -

19

Campbell and Rams Iyer, lee. Cit. p. 3^,
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CH&FIEE III
Meaning and Purposes of Industrial Arts
la this chapter the meaning and purpose of Industrial
art® will ho dealt with, The writer will give some opinions
of leaders la industrial education ®n what industrial arts Is
about and why it is a part of the school curriculum*
What wo mean by industrial arts *

Paw of the materials

which we use arc used dust as nature produce© them*

We

change the form of the trees of the forest into lumber, than
into furniture, part® of buildings, and other products of
wood*

W© change wheat and com by milling and cooking pro

cesses into foods more palatable and wholeseras than these
grains are as produced by nature. We take the crude iron
ore as it comes froa the mines and through various changes
make it into final forms serving uses so- numerous that we
sometimes speak of thais as the iron age*

We change masses

of native slays into 3 rs, vases and china, both useful and
beautiful. We take numerous fibers produced by nature, and
through many changes in their form we furnish ourselves with
garments suited to every purpose of climate or occasion,
hit of these changes which we make in the form of materials,

that thsy man be more useful we call industrial changes. We
speak selectively of the occupations devoted to the making
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of

changes as industries or Industrial arts,

The general

tern manufactures means about the same thing, hut industrial
arts is preferable as it Is more inclusive.2Industrial arts as dletlnmisbid from agriculture,
mining, and transportation. Agriculture and mining arc
occupations devoted to the production of raw materials •
Hunting and fishing are also occupations concerned with the
securing of certain animal materials used by man. "Phase
occupations provide us with the natural materials themselves,
but they make no changes in their form, The Industrial arts
have to do with the desirable changes made In the forms of
these materials after they are procured. Changing the loca
tion of materials and products from place to place by trans
portation is not a matter of Industrial arts but of industrial
exchange and commercial geography* ^e often speak of these
changes in location and ownership collectively as transpor
tation and trade* To fix some reasonable limit in our use
of the term, industrial arts, wo include those occupations
only which have to do with the changes in the form of
materials, and exclude those occupations having to do with
procuring raw materials and transporting them and their
product®.2
§£M, SSL djstlnaulahed trm fine arts. Man
^Frederick G. Bonsar and Zeis C. Mobsman, Tttriuaf.ylftT
*

2Ibid,

p. h
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aseras to have a universal tendency to beautify all of the
Materials which he transforms for bis use#

Be also develops

a strong tendency to make things purely for the sake of their
beauty, quite apart from any use other than that of decoration
or of the' feeling of satisfaction which they give. Ha makes
products in form of color which 'express conceptions and
feeling of beauty, such as paintings, sculptures, and other
erau&ntal or decorative forms. The activities by which these
forms of beauty are expressed and produced are called fine
arts.
Since the desire for' beauty in all that we posses or
produce is so fundamental, it is readily mm thfc the Indus*
trial arts and the fine arts are closely and vitally related,
.ny attempt to separate them completely Is artificial. For
the sake of emphasis, we may say that the industrial arts are
concerned with the use of material products, the fine arts
with their beauty.3 xa the process of their dsslga and pro*
auctions, however, the two purposes are almost inseparably
related. While fins arts have fields quite outside of and
apart from industrial arts in such farms as painting sculpture,
their largest field lies in the refining and beautifying of
tho material products which we fashion to meet the useful
purposes of everyday life, la the study of the industrial
arta it is therefore very essential to include all of these
3

Ibid#

pp. a «• 5,
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ptoses of the

flm

arts wMst have to do with beautifying the

products of Industry. In. all problems of deaign, decoration,
and use of industrial products * the fin* arts elements are
too laded as art integral part of their appropriate develop
ment.
Definition of toto.trftal

arts. The foregoing paragraphs

my now be summarised by defining the industrial arts in this
myg The industrial arts are those occupations by which
changes are made to thi forms, of materials to increase their
value for toman usage, A© a subject for educative purposes,
industrial arts is a study of the stones mis by man to the
foras of materials to increase their valuers, and of the
problems of life related to these changers J*
la a bread sense industrial arts may to defined as
followsg

industrial arts to the study of mbertoto and of

the desirable changes made by hand as by the several manu
facturing processes fro® tte raw state into proctets designed
to moot the consumer's needs and comforts for daily living. 5
Industrial arts includes a study of the fundamental manufactur
ing processes, function, and the efficient selection, care,
use, and enjoyment of the result tog products.

A committee

appointed by the commissioner of education, D, 6« Department
^Ibid. p. 5
Ma

%mis V. Hewkirfc and William H. Johnson, The Industrial
(Hew Yorki The MaeXHUn Gctcpany, 3^5)75^?!
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of tho Interior Office of Education, in it®, report entitled
"Industrial Arts «* Its Interpretation in hamXmm Schools%
defined Industrial arts In this mannert "Industrial arts Is
th ,t phase of general education that concerns Itself with
the materials, processes, and products of manufacture, and
with the contributions of those engaged In industry#

The

learning comes through the pupils * experiences with tools
and materials and through his study of resultant conditions
of life#"6
Tha industrial arts is a curriculum area treating a
special phase of our social systems it is comparable in this
respect to the language arts#

In its area, industrial arts

makes a study of the change brought about by man in the form
of material. These changes which enhance the value of the
suterials, are an important factor of everyday life problems.
The purposes of studying the Industrial arts#

There

are two kinds of study of the industrial arts, each having
Its own distinctive purpose, the vocational and the general
education purpose#
The vocational parpoaa. The processes of an industry
may be studied, for the sake of developing skin and effi
ciency in producing in this particular industry#
of study we call vocational#

This kind

When we use the term industrial

education, we mean a definite intensive training for productive
6

Ibid# pp# 5-5.
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work In a em industry, as that of the pattam maker, or
raaehiniet,

or carpenter, or tailor, or plumper, or potter,

at tinner, or painter, or automobile mechanic, or factory
worker.

Industrial education applies to Industrial workers

as agricultural education applies to fanners, ctanro©ratal
education to stenographers, bookkeepers, and other aa»ifaercial employees, medical education to physicians, or legal
education to lawyers o The vocational study of an industry
includes provision for fining both a knowledge of Its
processes and sufficient practice In the execution to develop
skillful and efficient production* Its fundamental and con
trolling purple Is to develop efficient workers.
highly specialized and intensive,

It is

fo develop the efficiency

required, on® 13s,y have to devote tram three or four to eight
hours a day to practice in its processes for several year J
"fns general eduo .tlonai purpose, fhs materials,
processes, conditions of productions, and the purchase and
use of the products of the more important industries may be
studied for the values which such, study afford in eme®s every
day life, regardless of his occupation. Such a study of
indue trial arts we describe as general.3 To realise its
purposes we make no attempt to develop any considerable degree
7Boaser
3Ibld»

and Steasaaa, on. cit.. p. 7.
pp. 7~S
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of skill is not included in its purposes as it is in vcxsaticnal
education. The field includes numerous industries# not limit
ing itself to one industry us in vocational education.
The purposes or outcomes of tbs general study are
realised in the degree which it helps one to become efficient
in the selection# care# and use of the products of industry#
and to bee cms intelligent and human in the regulation or
control of industrial production.
Industrial arts is an essential part of general

#9

education

It is conceived as an answer to ths problem of educating
boys and girls to- live in a world which my be accurately
characterised as Industrial and technological. From a nation
which was largely agrarian and in which industries were
simple and widely docentralised* ths United States has moved
rapidly to a position of world leadership In industrial
development. Children and adults are near living in a civlllsation that has surrounded itself with mechanical devices
which must be understood and used.

At ths same time,

industry through increasing centralisation ha* been removed
from the everyday experiences of the average individual,

mis

very complexity makes difficult a comprehension of the or^misatlou# products# processes# and occupations in industry.

9
Cardan o. wiiber# xadaatriftVAsteLla, general,Jteation#

(Scraatoni International Textbook Go., 19b2># p. 1.
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Hence, it becomes a function of the mh®ols to give aver/
student an appreciation and understanding of oar industrial
civilization.as a vital

of African life*

Industrial Arts As General Iducattoo
Industrial arts as a subject in the public schools has
passed through a series of evolutionary changes sine® Its
first introduction into the Waited States (tiring the later
part of tto nineteenth century.

It was originally Justified

on the basis of its training of "hand and eye% a theory
which agreed well with the prevailing principles of faculty
psychology*
Somewhat later, and especi !Xy after the first world war
It became common practice to Justify industrial work in the
schools on the basis of trade or pre-vocational values •
As early as 1903, however, leaders like Russell, Hie hards,
and looser bacan to see in industrial arts a medium for
enriching the offerings and extending the values of the regu
lar school program#

Since that time, it has become common

place to refer to this type of work as a part of general
education#**'
Industrial arts has been defined lit various terms • Steles
defines intotrial arts m "the broad study of the material,
..r.rimwa-iw,,

10XUld,

p. 1

115bld-
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organization, tools, processes, products, Jobs, and human
problems of industry,o3^
For the purpose of this chapter, industrial arts will ha
defined as those phases of general education which deal with
industry—its organization, materials, occupation, processes,
and products and with the problems resulting frera the iadus«
trail and technological n tore of society. This definition
does not differ materially from those given previously, but
it does tend to stress the place and function of industrial
arts in public education and its relationship to general
education.
Since the assumption is made that industrial arts is not
a special subject, but is a part of general education, the
aims of general education will be discuss®dj and an axpiaaa>

tion of haw industrial arts contributes to the attainment of
these purpose® will be outlined.
PWP0398 of Qwral Bdasatlan
Hhafc is maant «>y general adaaation? Almost a vary writer
m the subject of general education tea attempted! directly
or indirectly to define its meaning,

la many cases these

attempts have taken the form of a series of aims or purposes.
Among recent examples are the "Seven Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education" and the "Cardinal Objectives of tte
^Roy G, Pales
Coranrahana iim
State Hew York,

Tsntatiwa avjinhtta in
H» Y»} University of the
I?"*, -rrfliA-OTiSi /Wt>w»*fl"l«iSw»
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Elementary School" «23
specific *

Same of these statements have been

Careful consideration reveals, however that when

stripped of varbi m and special applications the various
statements taay be summed up a® implying three basic purposes 8

(1) To transmit a way of life, (2) to improve and reconstruct
KM way of life, (3) to meat the needs of individuals.1**
Since an important objective of general education
appears to be transmitting of a culture or "way of life", it
is essential that those charged with the responsibility for
this transmission should have a clear conception of the
nature of the culture they desire to paas on.

An analysis

of the Amrl&axt way of life indicates that it is characterized
by the fact that it is democratic *

Further study shows it to

be highly industrialised and technological.

It appears,

therefore, that a subject such as industrial arts should be
included In the school curriculum to orient youths to living
in this highly industrialized society.
Tna further objective of Improving and extending the
Culture &mm to indicate a need for training in critical
thinking and problem solving.

While all school subjects

should contribute to this end, industrial arts activities
^
& gfclaglirf^aii ML -Satfflatoy atoaftto, Washington,
n
D. C.j Burdun of liHEon Bulletin No. 35, 1915* p. 11.
Cardinal Objectives in Slmnalftiy Education (Second
Report), Ibany, N. Y.s flic University of the State of New
York, 1929. p. 13.
^ilbsjr, 2J., Oil., p, 3.
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seem ©spectally adapted for teaching by the problem solving
technique.
The industrial arts program also makes substantial
contributions to the mooting of basic requirements of indivi
duals iri the ftalon of group status needs, personal needs,
sad oeosriaalo vocational needs.
It.appears, therefore, that a close relationship exists
between the objectives of general education and the nature
of industrial arte#
What dg we mm by objectives?
point sought in soma undertaking*

An objective is an end-

Educational objectives are

the sias or purposes of education. Thay servo three functionst
1* As goals or ends to be attained*
2* As guides in the approach to goals*
3* As standards by which to evaluate educational
effort and achievement*15
Objectives in education are not southing that can be
pulled trm a hat or jerked from the sky* They must ba derived
through careful consideration of three factorss
1* Tim nature and needs of the society to be served
by the school*
2. The character and needs of the individuals to be
educated*
3* The best there is in educational theory and
practice*lb
It ia an accepted educational theory that people learn
— ,. H; ?•
"a® R-ofaoaional Objootivac of tha I.-A.
Taashar, Sa&aaiS&SSb Vol. XXI So. I {Saptaabsr, 1961) p. 15.
^Ibld. p. 15.
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besi by doing, and we in the Industrial arts field believe
that this h s been amply demonstrated in educational practice*
Furthermore, we know that children tend to have certain fun damental urges, such as the urge to manipulate, to explore, to
investigate, to construct, to excel, to beautify, to process,
and to be active*

Concrete in nature and basic to the

economic life of the nation, industrial arts activities make
a strong appeal to youth and adults alike.

CHAPTER IV
Presentation And Analysis of Data
Methods used in Improving Relations Between the
School and Community Through Industrial Arts
In the previous chapter, the nature of industrial arts
was described.

The report of the findings and the interpre

tation of data are presented in this chapter.
The study was designed to find methods that will help
improve school-community relations through industrial arts.
With this purpose in mind, the following steps will be taken.
First, the writer will establish the importance of
public -relations between the school and the public.

Enrolling

the public in school affairs begins with ©vary classroom
teacher, every principal, and supervisor. They form the
public-relations army that ©very school system possesses.3The public has an interest and a stake in the schools.
Supported as they are by public funds, the schools cannot
logically or expediently withdraw and exist apart from the
community and community interest.

It is necessary, there

fore, that a free interchange of Information and ideas take
•^oy K. Wilson, "What is Good Public Relations", School
Shop, 19*21, April, i960.
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place between the school and the public• The activities
designed to promote such an exchange are commonly known as
the public relations program.2
William Levenscn of Cleveland, Ohio, schools (deputy
superintendent) has given a succinct description of public
relationst
There is nothing mysterious or esoteric about
public relations* One does not need a Madison
Avenue address or a gray flannel suit to be adept
at it. In fact, the best practitioners of public
relations operate at the personal level—.they
simply like people and have the knack of making
evident their desire to be of service« Hot© please,
that we are not talking about mere publicity or
propaganda. Public relations is much more than that.
It Includes the sum total of all your personal
relations. The teacher who does the Job well is at
the same tjLme achieving the finest kind of public
relations.3
A school system which converts the most unanimous "blind
faith of people into a true understanding and appreciation
of local schools will know no bounds in achievement.^ The
public feus the right, and also the responsibility to make
informed decisions about the kinds of schools it wants. It
also has the right to have the facts that create an informed
attitude and that, in the long run, will bring forth the

3Wilson,
4Ibid.

0£. Cit. p. 31.

p. 21.
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support, confidence, and good will that nourish education.
If education is important, as those of us engaged in it
earnestly believe, than we are obligated to learn how to use
all honest means of leading people to understand it and to
support it adequately*

To fail here is a violation of ethics

and shirking of professional responsibility. In i960, when
adequate education is of paramount importance to each individual and to the nation, honest and effective communication
with the public is an obligation of educational leaders that
must not be laid aside »
Nine years ago the National School. Public-Relations
Association published a small booklet entitled It Starts in
the Classroom,

And nothing can be more true *

So many ideas em public relations fit into classroom
learning that looking at them may cause a teacher to comment,
?t?hy,

this is Just good teaching 1p;

And that teacher would be

right because developing an understanding in pupils and
parents of what is being taught and why, showing the relation
ship of the classroom to the heme, community, and world—there
are part and parcel of good teaching and good public relations.
Some of the more important reasons why industrial arts
must be sold to the public ares (1) a clear understanding of
the program will help win support from the community; (2) a
good public relations program will gain greater support from
the school administration; and (3) a successful program of
educating the public about industrial arts will tend to
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Improve relationships between the entire school system and
the community*
Individuals and groups tend to he suspicious of things
they know little about* If,, therefore, the industrial arts
teacher has an excellent program but fails to impress the
people of the community with what he is doing, ha will find
them apathetic to ths importance or needs of his department*
If on the other hand, he takes every ethical means to
thoroughly acquaint the public with what he is accomplishing,
he will more than likely find solid backing for any reasonable
requests he my make* The importance of a thorough and aggres
sive public relations program was indicated over and over
during the business depression following 1929*

In many

schools where the teacher bad not seen fit to sell his pro
gram to the community, industrial arts was one of the first
departments to be suspended as an economy measure*

In other

schools where the citizens had been educated to the achieve
ments and values of the subject, no questions were raised
concerning its place in the program*
It is not only in times of stress, however, that the
industrial arts program my need the support of the community*
It may be that better support by way of supplies and equipment
is required* The most effective way for securing such support
is to Justify it by showing the public how well the program
is functioning under restricted conditions and then indicating
how improvements might be made*

The need for a new building
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or expanded shop area may be sold to the community in the
same manner,.
The returns ftpc© a strong public relations program are
frequently apparent in ways other than Increased community
support. In many schools the administration may be only
lukewarm in its enthusiasm for, and support of, industrial
arts. This condition may be due to some unfortunate
experience or simply to a lack of understanding.

However,

when an administrator hears that his industrial arts teacher
his addressed the local Rotary or Kiwanis Club concerning his
workj or reads an account about the industrial arts department
in the local paper, or sees an exhibit of excellent work in.
a store window or a corridor cabinet, his whole attitude
toward both the teacher and the department is likely to
change to one of pride and interest. Many cases are known
where an intelligent approach to public relations program lias
changed the attitude of the administrator from one of nancooperation to erne of such active interest that the industrial
arts shop is the first place s|«n to visitors at the school,
A program of public .relations by the Industrial arts
teacher has a further function which is n#t directly con
cerned with his own department* The more favorably a school
is known in a community, the better will be over-all relation
ships between them, Since some of the results of industrial
arts work are more objective and are of greater primary
interest to citizens in general, the opportunity Is provided
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to advertise the school through this department»

People who

see exhibits of projects or pictures of work done in indus
trial arts classes are likely to assume that it is represen
tative of other work in the school#
An industrial-arts teacher, for example, makes 100 to
perhaps 150 contact® each day that are basic to a school*s
public relations program#

These are the students who take

heme the most important impressions that the public receives
on education.
If students go home enthusiastic about the work in their
shop classes, a general approval of the whole school program
by the parents is apt to follow.

AH good will which is

developed in this manner reflects to the benefit of the
school as an institution and, hence, ultimately to the indus
trial arts department.
Developing a Public Relations Program
Public-relations rules.

Over the years the National

School Public Relations Association has researched the publicrelations techniques of thousands of teachers throughout the
country and found a few simple similarities. As mentioned
before,, they could be applied to good teaching as well aa
good public relations «

Do you recognize iham?5

1. Be interested. — Interest, the key to learning, also
5Ibid.

p. 22
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is the key to good personal public relations* Mere tolerance
of your students* their parents* the schools administration*
the caamunity* will not inspire you to do the things that
inspire the public*

If you have an interest in teaching and

in people generally* ym will discover as much about your
students as possible* want parents to participate in school
life* explore community resources and use them*
2, Be available, « Closely akin to interest is avail
ability. The public-relation-cansaious teacher always keeps
appointments (and on time)* and makes special efforts to meet
the public at programs* exhibits* finds time to help students
and counsel parents outside of school hours, Thare is nothing
more disappointing to the public than to want to see a teacher
who Isn't there,
3* Be positive, - The teacher who mutters* "Iha Just a
teacher % is doing an injustice to his profession*

Develop

a curriculum that you are proud of and be confident that your
role in the school curriculum makes a real contribution to
the public * A teacher with a positive attitude will want the
public to understand what he is doing* and will want to
understand the opinions and attitudes of the public,
4, Be direct, - The mast successful "public relation
ship" in fact* the only one that does succeed Is simple and
fully understood by all,

"Integrated Curriculum" * "levels

of maturation"* progressive teaching"* are terms from a
language that is foreign to meet of the public»

Explain in
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terms

that they understand and related to their lives.

Public relations programs of the Industrial arts teacher
may

be divided Into two types? the unplanned and the planned.

Whether the teacher wishes it or not* the way and manner In
which he conducts his department will mold public opinion
concerning him and his school. One of the most potent farces
available to the teacher for good or bad is the opinion and
reports of his students. Day after day from every student
in his class a report will go into some home In his town or
district. Supplementing these reports* objective evidence in
the form of projects will occasionally be presented for the
inspection of parents and friends. The resulting sum total
of his evidence will do more than any other single factor to
determine the professional standing of the teacher in the
community^
While this part of the public relations program may be
termed "unplanned", in the sense that it is not directed in
its details by the teacher, yet he can do much to influence
it. The total of all factors which make up the program is,
in the final analysis* the basis for the reactions which
students carry out to their parents and friends. There are,
however* certain tilings which the teacher can do to affect,
directly or indirectly, the general character of the reports
and attitudes of his students,

Among these ares

Wllber, 0£. Git. pp. 229-230.
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1.

Maintain a shop which is so well arranged and
attractive that students will enjoy working i n i t .

2.

Plan projects carefully so all students will have
a tetter than average chance for success.

3.

Be friendly with all students.

Learn their probleas

and he worthy of their confidences. This can he done
without becoming so familiar as to lose their respect.
3,

Set standards as high as the ability of the student
will permit* Students are not apt to respect and
admire the teacher who accepts less than their best.

5. Be firm and fair in matters of discipline ana organi
zation.

It is not the "easy" teacher who is most

a&airad,
6a

Develop an organization which functions smoothly.
Let the class feel that it is their plan.

7. Watch for special interests and aptitudes and help
students develop them,
8.

Above all* remember that you are teaching children
and not a course of study.

Effecting changes in

the behavior of students is much more important than
having them master a certain number of tool processes.
The teacher who operates a program based on these and
similar concepts has no misgivings concerning that part of his
public relations program which stems from his students.
The teacher cannot depend entirely on this unplanned part
of the public relations program.

It must be supplemented and

k?
fort If lad &y *** aggressive and wall planned series of activi
ties designed to bring ills work directly to the attention of
the public.

mny of the methods ecrammly used have seen

proven over a long period of tits®, while others are relatively
now,

The mora common moans which tha alert teacher will

seaside? In presenting his work to tha eowsunifcy are as
follows I
Exhibits*

Thar# hay# been sariois orIt la lams of tha

exhibit on the grounds that it places unwarranted emphasis
on tits project, that It leads to the teas her doing student
work, and that only the work of the better students ara shown.
Undoubtedly the exhibit has been abused, and in isolated
eases it Is probably guilty of all the criticisms leveled at
It#

However, if it is properly handled and student#* In

terests and welfare are adequately safeguarded, it provides
unusual appeal as a public relation tool.
It has seen repeatedly emphasised that the industrial
arts project is merely a means and Is not an end la Itself,

nevertheless, projects do result fro® Industrial arts work.
They are the tangible evidence of what the students have done.
They represent one (in actuality a rather important one) of
the products for which the community has spent its money.

It

Is not strange, therefore, that parents and others Interested
la the school like to see and examine tits projects which have
been made.
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Sxhiblts tend to fall Into two typos? (1) those ha Id in
the school or- sorae other convenient building where the public
is invited to a am and mm thorn, (2) those hold In a place,
such as a store window where people will naturally notice
and examine the®.

In cither case, considerable pro pa ration

and care are required to wan® the exhibit of maximum value
as a public relations device, The following suggestions may
apply to either or both types?
1. 01v® as extensive and complete publicity as possible,
Use newspaper article®, assembly announcements, notices to be
taken hose by students, posters, and possibly the radio and
television.
2,

Hake the exhibit as attractive as possible. Use

table covers, colored paper, streamers, and other devices to
"set - off"' the projects. The introduction of motion by use
of a revolving stand, helps to attract attention.

3ooperation

with the art and hone economies department# la the arrange
ment of the display is frequently helpful.
3* Use printed and hand-lettered posters and cards to
explain the exhibit.
4,

Make the exhibit as representative as possible.

If

assple space is available, every student may wall have at
least one project represented,
5. If practicable, use member® of the industrial art®
department.
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S» fake ovary precaution to protest students * projects
while thay are on display.
y. Avoid leaving any a ingle exhibit too long.

A week

la probably the maximum effective time for which a display
nay be left unchanged.
9. Make a careful plan for advertising, setting up,
maintaining, and taking down the exhibit. Assign definite
responsibilities in each of these categories, and check con
tinually to see that they are carried out, If properly handled,
the exhibit may be made a valuable learning experience for the
student.
9* l&lk before the P. T. A,, service clubs, etc.
Because the values, objectives, and methods of industrial
arts are less widely known and understood than is the case
with most other school subjects, every opportunity should be
accepted to present this Information to the public.

The

teacher need not be a polished speaker. If ha is Interested
in hi® work and believes in its contribution, he can tell an
interesting story.

Any group will listen gladly to a straight

forward discussion of the objectives of Industrial arts and
an explanation of how thay are achieved.
Whan preparing such a talk, the teacher should endeavor
to procure some for® of supplemental visual material. Some
actual prefects made by members of his class will be helpful.
Slides or pictures of students at work are excellent. A
motion picture taken in the shop would be one of the finest
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puallc relations tools that could he devised* ?b® use of
visual aids In connection with a talk has the further advan
tage of giving a reason and excuse for appearing before a
group#

If one has pictures or slides to shoe* that Is* in

itself, a sufficient reason for being invited#

Visual

staterlal of this type also tends to give point and coherence
to the talk.
Open house# fhsve is a growing tendency to encourage
parents and other citizens to visit the schools and to become
better acquainted with their programs.

It has become a amnion

practice to hold open house during Education Week for this
purpose.

Other schools have found it convenient to hold open

house on other occasions#

The industrial arts teacher should

wela was such opportunities to educate the public concerning
his program. The shop teacher has an advantage in this
respect which is not evident in same other classes. The
students are engaged in activities which are understood, at
isast to some degree, by the parents. Adults are interested
in the things which industrial art* classes are doing,
newspaper publicity#

An effective medium for keeping

the public informed concerning the industrial arts program
is the newspaper article#

Meet newspapers are willing and

eager to print articles about special departments and activi
ties of ths schools,

Barents form one of the largest reading

groups. They are interested in what the schools are doing
for their children#
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Several types of articles are pmaibis. Sot loss than
ansa mash year th© industrial arts tsaahar should writ# a
gan«ml artiol# In which the ooJeetivQs, purpoeea and
expected outoooaa of th# industrial arts sours## ars dis
cussed.

Teachers, themselves, ar# at fault for much of th#

misunderstending which la prevalent e oncoming industrial arts
program.
Artiol## consuming special activities and prod sots ars
always of interest.

The addition of a now arsa to th#

general shop program, a nsw piss# of equipment, and an unusual prodest all have now# possibilities*
Students can sometimes ha encouraged to writ# about
their project* to

sons mam a eeepmsrative project nan bs

worked out with th# Sngliah department which will result In
such an artiol#.

if th# school has a regular reporter of

school news, th# industrial arts teacher should make sure that
his department is wall r»pr*##nt»d in th# column.
School mamfoXtm»

Another excellent opportunity to

sell tha industrial arts department, expeeially within th#
school, Is the assembly.

In many schools aaoh department is

expected to present an# program during the year.

The alert

industrial arts teacher will not lose this opportunity to
advertise hi# department. Among th# type# of programs that
can be given ares
1*

A short play illustrating

th® purpose and results
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of industrial art#.

Several such plays hay# been pa alts had

in professional magazines.
2,

A demonstration of industrial arts processes.

A

recent successful deiaonatration was built around metal spina*
lag and us# of the potter's wheel.

While some students per

formed the opsrations, ©them described what was being dons.
The program was enthusiastically received by ths assembly.

3. A panel discussion concerning ths values of Indus*
trail arts* This type of program should prove of value not
only to the audience but to those who participate as well.
&«

A talk by one or more students Illustrated by

colored slides taken In the industrial arts step.
The use of a oaltera i&lly*made Industrial motion picture
as an industrial arts assembly program should probably he a
last resort. It gives the least opportunity for actually
selling the progrmmJ
Shaw eases In corridors and laboratories. Visitors at
a school are Impressed by what they see in the corridors and
rooms. Students also have been known to choose courses on
tb® basis of visible evidence of the work being done.

It is

plain common sense, therefore, for the Industrial arts
teacher to advertise his program through the use of a orrldor,
entrance and show show case.
lam, p. 336.
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Hadio and television progrtuaa. The development of radio
and television has brought to the schools powerful now tools
for promoting public relations, As yet tha schools have not
learned how to make tha moat profitable use of those new
advertising media#

As stations become mora widely dispersed,

however, tha opportunities for publicising industrial arts
through radio and television will increase. Most of the
techniques described for use with the school assembly could
be adapted for radio presentation or as a television program.
Adult glasses. The growing interest in classes for
adults has provided another means for bringing citizens Into
the schools and selling the program of public education. The
industrial arts teacher in particular has an unusual oppor
tunity to interest the adults of the community in his work.
Evidence seams to Indicate that classes of a craft or voca
tional nature are among those in greatest demand.
It is appreciated that most industrial arts teachers
have a full-time responsibility with their day classes. How
ever, whore time can possibly be spared, the results of
working with the adults of the community in evening classes
on# or two nights per week seems to pay large dividends In
tanas of public confidence and respect, for example, in
certain instances, teachers have been able to procure new
snaps, additional rooms, or more and better equipment through
pressure brought by adults who have discovered the need for

these new facilities oeeauso of their attendance at adult
classes.
liilping to promote sound public relations is an important
duty of a vary industrial arts teacher. A strong public rela
tions program is essential, because it is helpful in winning
support for the school fvm the ooMsmityi it wins support far
the department from the actministrationj and it helps to soil
the total school program to tho people.

Methods commonly and

effectively used t© promote public relations include: (1)
pupil-teasher relationships, (2) exhibits, (3) talks before
the P. T. A,, service slabs, etc., (4) open-house nights,
(3) newspaper publicity, (6) sohool assesthlles, (7) show
oases, (8) radio and television programs, and {9} adult
olasses.

CHAPTER V
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
The problem of this study was to determine factors which
might contribute to improvement of relations between the
school and community through industrial arts.
The basic factors underlying many school difficulties
have been examined.

Industrialization has changed all aspects

of community life, including the school.

We have seen the

school become big and complex and control of its operation
shifts from citizens to professional school workers.

At the

same time, many segments of our society have sensed the stra
tegic role of the school, and they have attempted to remake
the school to their own liking.
It is an aacepted educational theory that people learn
by doing and we in the industrial arts field believe that this
has been amply demonstrated in educational practice.

Concrete

in nature and basic to the economic life of the nation, indus
trial arts activities make a strong appeal to youth and
adults alike.
Helping to promote sound public relations is an important
duty of every industrial arts teacher.

A strong public rela

tions program is essential, because it is helpful in winning
support for the school from the community.

Methods commonly
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and affectively used to promote public relations include:
(1) papil-teachar relationship (2) exhibits (3) talks before
the P. T. A., service clubs, etc. (4) open-house nights (5)
newspaper publicity, (6) school assemblies, (7) show cases
(3) radio and television programs, and (9) adult classes.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are formed from this study:
1.

The public has an interest and a stake in the schools.

2.

The schools cannot logically or expediently withdraw
and exist apart from the community and community
interest.

3.

That a free interchange of Information and ideas
should take place between the school and the public.

4.

The activities designed to promote such an exchange
are commonly known as the public relations program.

How that methods commonly and effectively used have been
found, it is an important duty of every industrial arts
teacher to help promote sound public relations.
Rec ommendations
The writer recommends a careful evaluation of statements
presented in this study, and the use of these and other effec
tive approaches to aid in improving school and community
relations through industrial arts.
The writer recommends further research in this area
through a study of the effectiveness of each method commonly
used to promote public relations by the industrial arts teacher.
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Th© writer further recommends that pupil'-teacher relation—
shipf exhibits, talks before the P.T.A., service clubs, openhouse nights, newspaper publicity, school assemblies, show
cases, radio and television programs, and adult classes be
used s
1* To promote understanding by parents of the role and
nature and importance of industrial arts and the
school in the lives of their children, their own
lives, and the welfare of their community.
2#

To persuade parents that the school needs their
assistance in the education of their children and
that they can help in important ways in increasing
the effectiveness of the school.

3. To persuade parents that they will be respected and
highly valued partners of the school^ program if
they will agree to associate themselves in a program
of active support of the school and its educational
efforts on behalf of their children.
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